
Miles Martin - IT Project Manager at Ameren
(913) 206-1551
“Hunter and I worked together for around a year at Ameren. He is a very knowledgeable and
dependable Project Manager.

He is proficient at managing both Agile and Waterfall projects. He flawlessly executed five
projects in parallel without issue.

Hunter developed multiple templates that are being utilized across the PMO. I would not
hesitate to recommend him as he would be a valuable asset to any organization.”

Aishani Dubey - Scrum Master at Ameren
Contact through LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/a-dubey-c-ba08a5185/
“Hunter and I worked together on a few projects at Ameren and I was lucky to call him my coworker.
He always led by example. I was always impressed by his ability and potential.Under his supervision,
we completed a few projects and were able to gain valuable professional experience. His dedication to
his craft is nothing short of inspiring, and his ability to go the extra mile beyond to help others to
achieve their goals. He consistently gave 100 percent effort to the team and played a significant role in
ensuring that we completed assignments on time. He had excellent time management and project
management skills and had a knack for keeping everyone calm and productive during intense crunch
periods. Any team would be lucky to have Hunter and I highly recommend him more for any business
looking for new talent.”

Mike Farmer (Manager) - Former VP of Development at Stukent
(208) 313-8034
“I've now had the privilege of working with Hunter while he was performing the role of Project
Manager. The best word I can think of to describe Hunter is "Relentless". Hunter will not let
anything slip through the cracks and he is an expert at follow-up. His ability to handle multiple
projects and tasks is unmatched. I would absolutely hire Hunter Marshall in any managerial
capacity without reserve.” - LinkedIn Recommendation

Lu Yuan Ting (Mentored) - Former Intern at Stukent (I oversaw her progress and training)
(208) 419-5967
“Hunter is the best mentor for project management. He guides the team to be on the right track
when the team is changing to agile methodology. I am so grateful for Hunter by demonstrating a
good example in his role.” - LinkedIn Recommendation

Tyler Whitworth (Peer) - Former UX/UI Designer at Stukent
tyler@tylerwhitworth.com
“I've worked with a number of different people over the years and Hunter is one of the best. His
diligence and dedication to his craft shows in all that he does. Not only does he accomplish
great work but his methodical approach to planning out and delegating work enables others to
see clearly what needs to be done, why it needs to be done and when to do it. He also is willing

https://www.linkedin.com/in/a-dubey-c-ba08a5185/


to offer and listen to ideas and run with them. A lot of people talk about ideas, plans or what
could be done, Hunter puts those ideas into effect, leads the team necessary to make it happen,
and is somehow kind and patient to all that he works with along the way.” - LinkedIn
Recommendation

Jeremy Furniss (Peer) - Product Owner at Stukent
jeremy.furniss@stukent.com
(208) 346-3287

Stuart Draper - CEO of Stukent
stu@stukent.com
208-351-0510

Brett Fullmer - Former Manager eat BYU-Idaho Financial Aid Office
•Phone Number: (208) 496-1600
•Financial Aid Office at Brigham Young University - Idaho

Bruce Burchett from Leavenworth, Kansas
•Phone Number: (913) 683-5503
•Family Friend


